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S1. Measurements from Acoustic Sensing Yarns after Wash Tests 

This supplementary information shows results from acoustic sensing E-yarns that were wash 
tested. Twenty acoustic sensing yarns were wash tested. Results from two of these have already been 
presented in section 3.4.1 of the main paper. These two were machine washed and tumble dried 
within pockets attached to a T-shirt.  

Results from Machine Washing and Tumble Drying Tests within Pockets Attached to a T-Shirt 

Figure S1a,b show results from the wash tests of other acoustic sensing yarns that were machine 
washed and tumble dried within pockets attached to a T-shirt. Another yarn broke immediately 
after the first wash, so a graph for this is not shown.    
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Figure S1. Measurements from acoustic sensing E-yarns machine-washed and tumble dried within 
pockets attached to a T-shirt (a) An E-yarn that failed after 4 washes. (b) An E-yarn that stopped 
functioning after the first wash. 

Results from Machine Washing and Tumble Drying Tests within Channels in A Woven Fabric 

Figure S2 shows results from E-yarns that were placed within channels in a woven textile, then 
machine-washed and tumble dried. The results show that these E-yarns tended to degrade as more 
wash cycles were completed. Figure S2d shows results from the only E-yarn that functioned 
correctly after 25 washes. Note that an acoustic sensing E-yarn was deemed to be functioning 
correctly if, at 130 dB, it gave a response above 1665.57 arbitrary units, which was taken as the 
minimum output value of an acoustic sensing yarn before it was subjected to the wash (from 30 
samples tested), as stated in section 2.2.4 of the paper. Other E-yarns with results shown in S2a and 
S2b retained partial functionality after 25 washes.  
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Figure 2. Acoustic E-yarns machine washed, and tumble dried within channels in a woven textile. 
The results show: (a) Some degree of reverse in the degradation of the E-yarn; (b) Less degradation 
over 25 washes; (c) Complete failure after 25 washes; (d) An E-yarn that was functioning correctly 
after 25 washes; (e) Severe degradation over 25 washes. 
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Results from Machine Washing and Line Drying Tests 

Figures S3 and S4 show results from E-yarns that were machine washed and line dried. Figure 
S3 shows results from E-yarns that were placed in pockets attached to a T-shirt. These did not 
function correctly after wash after wash 5. The E-yarns retained some functionality, but below the 
1665.57 arbitrary units that were deemed as the cut-off. The results in S3(a) show that one E-yarn 
retained some functionality after 25 washes.  
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Figure S3. Acoustic E-yarns machine washed, and line dried in pockets attached to a T-shirt. The 
results show: (a) Some level of recovery after severe malfunction at the start of testing; (b) Complete 
failure after 10 washes; (c) Severe degradation at the start of testing, with complete failure by wash 
15; (d) Severe degradation at the start of testing with complete failure by wash 20; (e) Minimal 
functionality after wash 3, with failure after wash 15. 

Figure S4 shows results from E-yarns held within channels in a woven textile and subjected to 
machine washing and line drying. Three out of the five E-yarns were functioning partially after 
wash 25, as shown in S4 b–d. 
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Figure 4. Acoustic E-yarns machine washed, and line dried within channels in a woven textile. 
Results show: (a) Apparent failure after wash 5 with some degree of recovery, then failure after wash 
20; (b) Some recovery from near failure, leading to some degree functionality after 25 washes; (c) 
Some degree of functionality after 25 washes; (d) Some degree of functionality after 25 washes; (e) 
Complete failure after wash 25. . 
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